Lecture 3

Lecture 1

Basic dynamics

Equations of motion - Newton’s second law in three dimensions

Acceleration

=

Pressure
Coriolis + gravity + friction
gradient +
force
force

This set of equations is the starting point for discussions of the circulation
of a fluid in a thin spherical shell on a rotating sphere.
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3.1 Horizontal force balance - geostrophic balance
Away from boundaries and on timescales longer than a day the atmosphere
and ocean are in geostrophic balance:
Pressure gradient force + Coriolis force = 0

Re-arranging leads to the definition of geostrophic
winds (or geostrophic currents):
On a rotating planet fluid does not flow from high to
low pressure, but along contours of constant
pressure!

The effect of Coriolis deflecting flow to
the right (in the Northern hemisphere) is
balanced by the horizontal component
of the pressure gradient force from high
to low pressure.

Geostrophic flow
around high and
low pressure
centres (Northern
hemisphere).
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500 mb pressure contours and wind vectors

Buys-Ballots Law
If you’ve got your
back to the wind,
the low pressure is
to your left (northern
hemisphere).

Gulf Stream rings - which way does the ocean circulate around these
warm and cold core eddies?

warm
core

cold
core

high
sea-level

low
sea-level
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At the surface, air parcels actually move at an angle to isobars…

… due to surface roughness which introduces friction.

Three-way force balance:
Pressure gradient force + Coriolis force + friction = 0
P=
cons
t

Low pressure is still to the left of the wind,
but there is also a frictionally-induced
component down the pressure gradient.

As a result, wind spirals into low pressure
centres, and out of high pressure centres.
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Air flows cyclonically
around low pressure
systems.

This is anticlockwise in
the northern hemisphere,
and clockwise in the
southern hemisphere.
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3.2 Vertical force balance - hydrostatic balance
The dominant balance in the vertical
direction is between the pressure gradient
force and gravity:
pressure
gradient
force
Hydrostatic balance:
gravity
Since P → 0 as z → ∞ (the atmosphere
fades away at the top) the pressure at any
height z is given by:

∴ Pressure = weight of air (or ocean plus air!) in the vertical column of
unit cross-sectional area above any given point.

Pressure
gradient
force

If the mass of the Earth’s atmosphere were uniformly distributed, pressure
at sea-level would be 1.013 x 105 Pa = 1013 hPa = 1 atm = 1 bar.
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3.3 Equation of state for a dry atmosphere
All gases obey the Ideal Gas Law:

Here, the temperature T is in Kelvin, and R = Rg/ma = 287 J kg-1 K-1,
where Rg is the universal gas constant 8.3143 J K-1 mol-1, and ma is the
mean molecular weight of dry air, 28.97 x 10-3 kg mol-1.
At standard temperature (273K) and pressure (1013 hPa), ρ = 1.293 kg m-3.
Air is compressible, and has a relatively
large thermal expansion coefficient.

Substituting the equation of state
into the hydrostatic relation gives:

If T = T0 then:

where the
scale height
⇒
if P = PS at z = 0.
Pressure decreases exponentially
with height, with e-folding scale H.
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For the troposphere,
T0 ~ 250K and H = 7.3km.

The pressure is equal to 100hPa
(1/10 of the surface pressure) at
a height

or 16.8 km.

Density profile given by:

3.4 Equation of state for the ocean
No exact analytical expression exists for the density of the ocean,
which depends nonlinearly on T, S and P:

However, it has been determined empirically to better than 1 part in 106.
The mean density of the ocean is 1035 kg m-3, and the density varies by
less than 7%. This means that:
• 10m depth of water exerts a pressure of about 105 Pa or 1 atm.
• Pressure varies approximately linearly with depth in the ocean.
• It is convenient to define:
[kg m-3]
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Salinity - a measure of the amount of salt dissolved in water.

Modern salinity measurements are dimensionless - the Practical Salinity
Scale defines salinity in terms of a conductivity ratio that is very nearly
equal to g kg-1 (or ‰).
1 kg of seawater typically has approximately 34.5g of dissolved salts
(S = 34.5 psu = 34.5 g kg-1 = 34.5 ‰).
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Seawater is almost (but not quite!) incompressible. It is helpful to remove
the direct effect of pressure by evaluating σ at atmospheric pressure Pa.

… which varies from 23 to 28 kg m-3 across the global ocean.

The TS diagram - density (σt) as a function of temperature and salinity

Isopycnals

Temp
(oC)

Salinity (psu)
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For many purposes
we can use a
simplified equation of
state, where density
is linearized about a
reference density ρ0,
corresponding to
temperature T0 and
salinity S0.

(S0,T0)

Typically α = 2 x 10-4 K-1 and β = 8 x 10-4 (‰)-1.

3.5 Potential temperature
An air parcel moved from the surface upwards will expand and cool.
Even though no heat is added to or
removed from it, the temperature
still changes, because the
atmosphere is compressible.
Therefore it is useful to define the:
potential temperature (θ) = the
temperature a fluid parcel
would have if it were brought
adiabatically to the surface.
without exchanging
any heat with its
surroundings.

Unless heat is added, fluid parcels conserve θ.
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Potential temperature on a meridional transect through the Atlantic.

Salinity on a meridional transect through the Atlantic.
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3.6 Thermal wind balance
Geostrophic and hydrostatic balance can be combined to tell us how the
geostrophic flow varies with height. For the ocean, where ρ ≈ ρ0:

⇒
Using the hydrostatic equation:

Thermal wind
equations

⇒

Wherever there are horizontal density gradients, the horizontal flow
must change with height.

e.g. the Gulf
Stream in the
North Atlantic

potential temperature (θ)

density (σt)

northward velocity
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e.g. cross-sections of velocity
and temperature across the
Florida Straits

V

northward velocity

ϑ

Isotherms ≈ isopycnals

Leaman et al. (1987)

In the atmosphere ρ is a function of z so the equations and derivation are
slightly different. In pressure coordinates thermal wind balance can be
written:

u
warm
(light)

cold
(dense)

.
u=0

Equator

Pole

y
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Zonal-mean zonal wind:

There is a meridional gradient in atmospheric temperature. Thermal
wind balance implies that the zonal wind must increase with height!

Summary of key points
• To leading order, the large-scale ocean and atmosphere circulations are
described by geostrophic and hydrostatic balance.
• Atmospheric pressure and density decay exponentially with height with
an e-folding scale dependent on the temperature of the atmosphere.
• Ocean pressure varies approximately linearly with depth. Ocean density
increases as salinity increases and temperature decreases, but the
equation of state is nonlinear.
• In the absence of buoyancy forcing a fluid parcel conserves its potential
temperature and salinity.
• The thermal wind equations embody geostrophic and hydrostatic
balance and tell us that, wherever there is a horizontal temperature or
density gradient, the horizontal flow must change with height.
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